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Abstract
Aim A hierarchical framework is presented for modelling the spatial distribution of
terrestrial vertebrate animals.
Location The location of the study is the montane ash forests of the Central Highlands
of Victoria, south-eastern Australia.
Methods The framework is illustrated using as a case study the distribution of
Leadbeater's Possum [Gymnobelideus leadbeateri McCoy, 1867, (Marsupialia: Petauridae)], a small arboreal marsupial. The framework is based upon quantifying the
environmental response of a species in terms of a ®ve-level environmental hierarchy
de®ned by scales (global-, meso-, topo-, micro- and nano-scales) that represent natural
breaks in the distribution and availability of the primary environmental resources.
Animal response is examined in terms of a species' distribution as observed in four
biological units (the species in toto, meta-population/population, group/colony, and
individual organism). We de®ne the spatial occurrence and abundance of the target
species in each of these units as its `distributional behaviour'.
Results Predictions of the potential spatial distribution of Leadbeater's Possum are
presented at meso-, topo-, micro- and nano-scales. These spatial predictions utilize
Geographical Information System (GIS)-based spatial models of long term mean
monthly climate and terrain-modi®ed surface radiation, together with vegetation cover
and individual tree attributes from air-photo interpretation and ®eld survey.
Main conclusions Ideally, species' responses at each level in the environmental
hierarchy should be empirically derived using statistical models based on ®eld observation
of a species' distribution and abundance. Spatial modelling of species' responses becomes
problematic at ®ner scales because of the lack of suitable environmental data. The key
characteristics of the modelling framework are generic, but the in¯uence of additional
scales and processes will be important in other ecosystems and species.
Keywords
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INTRODUCTION
This paper presents an analytical framework for modelling
the spatial distribution of animals. While the modelling
framework has been developed in the context of forest
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dependent vertebrate fauna, we argue this also provides the
basis of a generic approach to modelling animal distributions in terrestrial ecosystems. Our paper is presented in
four sections. First, we brie¯y review existing modelling
frameworks. Secondly, we outline our new framework.
Thirdly, this methodology is then explored using as a case
study the distribution of Leadbeater's Possum [Gymnobelideus leadbeateri McCoy, 1867, (Marsupialia: Petauridae)];
a small Australian arboreal marsupial species. Finally,
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limitations of the methodology are discussed, including
consideration of the extent to which the framework can be
considered generic.
The distribution patterns of species are rarely uniform and
continuous in space and time (Caughley, 1978), and the
identi®cation of factors that in¯uence this variation is a
fundamental question in ecology (e.g. Elton, 1927; Krebs,
1978; Brown, 1984; Nix & Gillison, 1985). A wide range of
factors in¯uence the distribution of plants and animals and
many of these operate at different spatial and temporal
scales. They include abiotic processes, biologically mediated
processes, and processes dominated by biotic interactions.
Various factors can be identi®ed which complicate the
study of terrestrial vertebrate distribution patterns. First, the
unit of analysis can be an individual organism, a pair, a
group or colony of animals, a population, a meta-population, or a species in toto ± all may be needed to develop an
adequate understanding of an animal's distribution. Secondly, terrestrial vertebrates are mobile and, as a result,
there is an inherent degree of stochasticity in their distribution patterns. This means that some places which appear to
support suitable conditions remain unoccupied (Van Horne,
1983; Hanski, 1994). Thirdly, the environmental conditions
that impinge upon animal function and provide the resources
directly utilized by an animal, are not uniformly distributed
in space and time. Thus, the variation in the distribution and
abundance of these primary environmental resources will
directly and indirectly effect the distribution of animals.
Fourthly, the distribution of a given species may be
in¯uenced by the activities of other animals such as
predators, competitors, parasites as well as inherent population pulses such as die-offs (Krebs, 1978).
The concepts of habitat and niche are central to the
problem of animal distributions. These concepts refer to the
relationships between a species and the impinging environment (that is, the effective environment it experiences).
Depending on the de®nitions adopted, these concepts can be
variably de®ned in terms of the taxon's potential physiological response, the environmental conditions actually occupied by the taxon, constraining physical environmental
conditions external to the biotic community, the taxon's
shelter and nutrient requirements, or site-level biotic interactions (see Discussion in Davey & Stockwell, 1991).
Given the complexity of factors that potentially impinge
on patterns of animal distribution, it could be argued that
a general methodology for modelling the spatial distribution of animals cannot be developed and a taxon-speci®c
approach is required. However, many authors have rejected this view, and have proposed various frameworks
for investigating animal distributions. These frameworks
re¯ect widespread recognition of the need to study ecological phenomena from a multi-scaled perspective, both
generally (Gillier & Gee, 1987; Meentemeyer & Box,
1 1987; Wiens et al., 1987; Turner et al., 1989; Wiens,
1989; Allen & Hoekstra, 1992; Schneider, 1994; Jaquet,
1996) and in respect of speci®c taxa, including plants
(Forman, 1964; Jarvis & McNaughton, 1986; Carter &
Prince, 1988) and invertebrates (Gutzwiller & Anderson,

1987; Roughgarden et al., 1987). Similarly observations
have been made in respect of physical environmental
phenomena such as meteorology (Orlanski, 1975; Linacre,
1992), hydrology (Strahler, 1957), geophysics (Pedlosky,
1979) and oceanography (Stommel, 1963). They also
re¯ect the need to examine phenomena inclusive of
spatially distributed (landscape-wide) patterns and processes and the role of environmental constraints and resource
availability (Christian & Stewart, 1953; Troll, 1972;
Forman & Godron, 1986; Milne et al., 1992; Wiens
et al., 1993; Forman, 1995).
Urban et al. (1987) conceptualized forest landscapes as a
hierarchy of nested spatial units: physiographic provinces
(10,000 ha); watersheds/local drainage basins (100 s±
1000 s ha); stands (at the scale of topographic position, or
because of disturbance, 1 s±10 s ha); and gaps (re¯ecting the
in¯uence of single big trees, 0.01±0.1 ha). Each level can be
characterized by differently scaled disturbances, forest processes, environmental constraints, and vegetation patterns,
with subsequent consequences for animal distributions. Poff
(1997) proposed a model for use in stream ecology based on
matching species traits to a hierarchy of four `habitat ®lters',
namely: watershed/basin ®lters; valley/reach ®lters; channel
unit ®lters; and microhabitat ®lters. Each level or ®lter was
characterized by constraining landscape features.
Davey & Stockwell (1991) proposed that wildlife habitat
is best understood and modelled by considering a hierarchy
of constraining in¯uences at ®ve levels: climatic envelope;
nutrient envelope; vegetation structure; shelter, nesting
resources; and interspeci®c interactions. Within each level,
a host of processes, interactions, and ¯ows occur that
provide the basis for deriving empirical habitat relationships.
Holling (1992) developed an analytical framework based
on the notion that the landscape is hierarchically structured
by a small set of structuring processes into a limited number
of nested levels. Each level has its own physical textures and
temporal frequencies, with higher levels entraining lower
level phenomena. In a forest context, Holling (1992)
suggested that at least six hierarchical levels can be identi®ed, each of which is dominated by one category of
structuring process, namely: needle; crown; patch/gap; tree
stand; and landscape zone. He further argued that animals
demonstrate a hierarchy of decisions, increasing in scale
from food to foraging area to home range area, and that the
structuring processes and behavioural decisions by the
animal intersect, producing scale-dependent biotic responses, in particular, spatial scaling of body mass.
Some commonality emerges from this brief overview of
published frameworks. First, all the authors cited above
recognized that both species' response (particularly behavioural response as it relates to distributions) and impinging
abiotic and/or biotic environmental conditions are hierarchically scaled in space and time. Secondly, the various
environmental levels identi®ed by these authors represent
attempts to identify scales which are critical in the distribution and availability of primary resources, in particular,
those that de®ne optimum/permissible physiological conditions, and food and shelter resources.
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PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
In this paper, we build upon the foundation concepts
outlined above by ®rst re®ning Holling's (1992) hierarchy
of scaled structuring processes. As our organizing principle,
we use the scale-dependent delivery of the primary environmental resources that control biological productivity (Nix
& Gillison, 1985; Mackey et al., 1988; Mackey, 1996).
These primary environmental resources are heat, light, water
and mineral nutrients. They directly in¯uence both animal
physiology and the productivity and structure of vegetation
upon which animals depend for shelter and nutrients.
We identify a ®ve-level hierarchy of scales. This hierarchy
shows similarities with those proposed by the authors cited
above. However, our levels differ in that they are selected
principally in terms of spatial scales which represent natural
breaks in the distribution and availability of the primary
environmental resources. Therefore, these levels are not
arbitrary as they represent critical scales where there is a
major change in the dominant processes controlling the
distribution and availability of the primary environmental
resources. The ®ve levels also re¯ect a further logistic
constraint, namely, that the dominant processes are amenable to spatial analysis by Geographical Information System
(GIS)-based environmental modelling or remote sensing
(Burroughs, 1986) (this is because we are interested in
generating landscape-wide predictions of animal distribution
patterns in real landscapes).
The third key characteristic of our framework concerns
the biological unit of analysis. Our analyses are based on
animal distributions as observed in four biological units,
namely: the individual organism; a group or colony of
animals; a meta-population or population; and the species
distribution in toto. We refer to the spatial occurrence and
abundance of the target taxa in each of these units as its
`distributional behaviour'. Whereas Holling (1992) referred
to a hierarchy of decisions, we identify a hierarchy of
individual and collective animal distributional behaviours.
A fourth critical characteristic concerns the manner in
which species±environment relationships are de®ned. In line
with Davey & Stockwell (1991), we argue that animal
responses must be empirically derived by using statistical
relationships that correlate ®eld observations of the animal's
distributions with key environmental attributes. Thus, our
general framework is underpinned by quantitative, locationspeci®c statistical relationships.
The ®fth distinguishing characteristic is that we utilize
quantitative spatial models of the primary environmental
resources rather than surrogates based on landscape features
obvious to human observers. Thus, the space/time distribution of the primary environmental resources is explicitly and
precisely de®ned ± at least to the extent allowed by available
data and technology. These spatially distributed models of
the primary environmental resources provide the basis for
generating landscape-wide predictions of a species' distributional behaviour (as de®ned above).
The focus on primary environmental resources establishes
the conceptual and physical basis for integrating an animal's
Ó Blackwell Science Ltd 2001, Journal of Biogeography, 28, 1147±1166

responses through the ®ve levels of our environmental
hierarchy. Each level contains approximations of the distribution and availability of heat, light, water and mineral
nutrients; although these are the result of differing physical
and biological processes at each level. Consequently, the
predictions of the distribution of an animal generated by the
empirical relationships are spatially nested.
The following sections provide a more detailed account of
our modelling framework.
The delivery of primary environmental resources
The primary environmental resources of light, heat, water
and mineral nutrients exert fundamental controls on biological processes because they: (1) in¯uence the rate of
biochemical reactions; (2) comprise the basic resources
needed to sustain physiological functions and (3) provide
the raw materials for biological growth. Hence, they provide
the general environmental context within which organisms
persist and constitute a basic set of constraints with which an
organism must contend (see Forman, 1964; Fitzpatrick
& Nix, 1970; Nix & Kalma, 1972; Nix et al., 1977; Nix,
2 1986; Woodward & Williams, 1987; Mackey et al., 1988;
Austin et al., 1990; Nix & Switzer, 1991; Prentice et al.,
1992; Mackey, 1993, 1994; Lindenmayer et al., 1996).
Thus, information about the distribution of the primary
environmental resources is crucial to understanding an
animal's distribution.
The totality of biophysical processes that determine the
distribution and availability of the primary environmental
resources operate across a continuum of scales. However,
the processes that dominate the delivery of the primary
environmental resources relevant to the distribution of
animals are scale-speci®c. Here, we classify them into ®ve
levels, ordered hierarchically from large to small: global-,
meso-, topo-, micro- and nano-scales.
At the global-scale, the main process in¯uencing the space/
time distribution of the primary environmental resources is
latitudinal and seasonal variation in extra-terrestrial radiation ± the main driver of global weather and climate
(Lowry, 1967; Linacre, 1992). At the meso-scale, two main
processes can be identi®ed. First, the interactions between
the prevailing weather systems and (in particular but not
limited to) topographic elevation which, via lapse rate
effects, controls long-term precipitation and the thermal and
radiation conditions experienced by a landscape (Sellers,
1991; Linacre, 1992). These climatic conditions are the main
sources of water and energy into a landscape. Meso-scaled
climate is therefore different from global-scaled climate in
that it represents spatially and temporally ®ner variation in
the delivery of water and energy as in¯uenced by, inter alia,
broad-scale topographic features.
Secondly, the lithology of the geological substrate exerts a
major control on the nutrient status of the regolith and soil
pro®le (Webb, 1968; Swanson et al., 1988). Spatial variability at the meso-scale in soil parent material is therefore
often associated with different vegetation structures, life
forms and plant physiognomy (Mackey, 1993, 1994).
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This re¯ects the in¯uence of nutrient availability on plant
productivity. However, soil parent material can vary substantially at topo-scales in certain landscapes such as boreal
forest ecosystems (Mackey et al., 1996). Also, air-borne soil
particles associated with precipitation may contribute signi®cant quantities of mineral nutrients to a landscape (see
Walker et al., 1981; Golley, 1983). Rock types also affect
the way in which landscapes erode, and hence how landform
patterns evolve. Meso-scaled climatic factors also affect
nutrient availability because the moisture and thermal
regimes in¯uence the rate of bedrock weathering and soil
water pH (Swanson et al., 1988; Briggs & Smithson, 1992).
At the topo-scale, the local topography modi®es the mesoscaled inputs of precipitation, temperature, radiation,
3 potential evaporation and nutrients (Ostendorf, 1966;
Mackey et al., 1988; Moore et al., 1993). Terrain attributes
such as slope angle, slope length, and up-slope contributing
area, determine the extent to which any given location sheds
or receives water (Moore et al., 1993; Mackey et al., 1996).
Catchment hydrological processes that determine run-on
and run-off can also in¯uence where plant nutrients accumulate in a landscape, given that mineral nutrients must be
in solution to be taken up by plants (Taiz & Zeiger, 1991;
Briggs & Smithson, 1992).
Micro-scale in a forest context refers to the impact of the
forest canopy on below-canopy conditions including the soil
water balance, although the nature of the canopy's in¯uence
on the water regime varies between ecosystems (Miller,
4 1978). Lower radiation levels due to a dense canopy can
reduce incoming solar radiation and hence soil evaporation,
thereby improving the water balance (Rosenberg et al.,
1983). Conversely, young dense stands can increase total
evaporation as a result of their larger leaf area index
(Grayson et al., 1992). At a micro-scale therefore, vegetation
canopy cover exerts a strong in¯uence on the light, heat,
water and mineral-nutrient conditions experienced by subcanopy plants and animals. The vegetation structure at the
micro-scale is also a major store of nutrients which represents a buffer against losses of nutrients caused by soil
erosion and leaching.
Nano-scale processes refer to below-canopy scaled processes. These include: (1) the resource heterogeneity represented by the vertical layering of the vegetation, (2) variation
in the amount and kind (dead/living) of woody biomass
5 (Harmon et al., 1986), and (3) the role of soil microorganisms (e.g. bacteria, fungi and algae) in nutrient cycling
processes such as nitri®cation, mineralization and de-nitri®cation (e.g. Attiwill & Leeper, 1987). Also, competition
between plants in¯uences the nano-scale distribution of
water and nutrients in the soil pro®le through the preemption of resources by competitively superior individuals
(Harper, 1977) (also see ecological ®eld theory, Walker
et al., 1986).
Micro- and nano-scaled processes represent smaller-scaled
controls on the primary environmental resources by the
biota itself. These can create levels of available resources
that are substantially different from those generated by
meso- and topo-scaled process. The larger scaled-processes

therefore constrain (rather than strictly contain) the microand nano-scaled delivery of the primary environmental
resources in all circumstances. Indeed, the forest canopy
can in¯uence meso-scaled regional precipitation resources
(Eltahir & Bras, 1994). Even the global biogeochemical
cycles (such as the carbon cycle) are strongly modulated by
the large scale integration of the locally scaled, biotically
driven process of plant photosynthesis and respiration
(Gorshkov, 1995). However, here we choose to assume that
the delivery of the primary environmental resources is
predominately a spatially nested phenomena.
The suite of global- to nano-scaled biophysical processes
de®ne an animal's effective environment; that is, the set of
prevailing environmental conditions that impinge upon, or
are available to, an animal. This is similar to other schemas
for modelling the environmental constraints on plants such
as Franklin (1995). However, our framework shares with
that proposed by Holling (1992), an explicit recognition that
the distribution and availability of the primary environmental resources involves both larger scaled abiotic physical
inputs and smaller scaled biotically driven processes.
Species distributional behaviour
Spatial and temporal patterns of movement relate to an
animal's need to seek food, shelter, reproduce, minimize
competition and avoid predation. These behaviours geographically connect an animal to the environment. This is
because they motivate an animal to move through a
landscape to seek particular resources. As prevailing `effective' environmental conditions act to promote or constrain an
animal's behaviour, it follows that the hierarchically scaled,
landscape-wide patterns of availability in the primary
environmental resources will in¯uence (and hence potentially correlate with) the spatial distribution of the animal.
Like the multi-scaled physical processes discussed above,
patterns in a species' distributional behaviour can be
examined as levels in a hierarchy. Hence, we can consider
the distributional patterns of: (1) a species in toto, (2) a
population or meta-population, (3) a pair, group or colony
and (4) an individual organism. For a given taxon, each of
these biological units will tend to equate with a corresponding level (or levels) in the environmental hierarchy. For
example, patterns of distribution associated with the species
in toto may reach equilibrium over the course of decades or
centuries with global- and meso-scaled environmental processes associated with climate; population level patterns of
distributions might show considerable year-to-year variation
in conditions operating at extents and frequencies consistent
with the topo-scales; a colony will be more responsive to
processes operating at the micro-scale; while individual
organisms' patterns of movement can vary through the
course of the day in response to nano- (i.e. below canopy)
scaled affects.
There will not always be a consistent, one-to-one correspondence between levels in the biological and environmental
hierarchies. Certainly when comparing species, as noted by
Allen & Hoekstra (1992), the spatial extent of a single
Ó Blackwell Science Ltd 2001, Journal of Biogeography, 28, 1147±1166
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organism can be greater than that spanned by all populations
of another species. Within a species, the dispersal of an
individual or group at particular periods in an organism's
life cycle may exceed the usual spatial extent of a population. The actual scale (spatial extent and grain, and
frequency of movement) of distribution for a given biological unit will depend on the mobility of the animal targeted
for study.
In summary, we suggest that there are two fundamental
hierarchies whose intersection must be explicitly considered
when modelling the spatial distribution of an animal. These
are: (1) the nested hierarchy of abiotic and biotic processes
that determine the distribution and availability of the
primary environmental resources (the environmental hierarchy), and (2) the often nested (but sometimes non-nested)
hierarchy of patterns of distributional behaviour associated
with the set of biological units (the behavioural hierarchy).
Ecological studies are usually focused on one of the levels
in the behavioural hierarchy (e.g. they select distributional
behaviours associated with an individual organism or a
meta-population) and one or two levels in the environmental
hierarchy that seem to be similarly scaled. We suggest that a
substantial model of an animal's distribution can only be
generated by considering the intersection of all levels of both
hierarchies.
Modelling a species potential distribution
While generalized large scale (i.e. small scale in a conventional cartographic sense) maps of species distributions, such
as traditionally represented in wildlife atlases (e.g. Blakers
et al., 1984; Saunders & Ingram, 1995), are often a useful
starting point for examining the distribution patterns of an
organism, they provide little information about causal
factors underpinning why an animal occurs where it does.
Furthermore, a coarse outline of the geographical limits of a
species' distribution does not provide information on the
impact of distributional behaviour associated with a metapopulation, or of smaller scaled processes associated with
the selection of a shelter site by an individual.
An area of potentially suitable environment within broad
distribution limits may not be occupied because of factors
such as past disturbance, impaired dispersal capability, or
random effects. Therefore, the only way of knowing if an
animal is present at a location is to actually observe it in situ.
However, such an observation does not provide information
on whether the animal will be present at other unsampled
locations, or at the same location at another point in time. In
addition, it is impossible to comprehensively survey all
locations on a repeated long-term basis (Margules & Stein,
1989). Moreover, the cost of collecting such data would be
prohibitive. Even if were logistically and ®nancially feasible
to collect these data, the value of such location information
might date quickly as the condition of an area changes and
becomes unsuitable (e.g. if a patch of forest is burnt and no
longer supports the key food plants needed by a particular
species) (Burgman & Lindenmayer, 1998). There may be
special circumstances where it is feasible to track the
Ó Blackwell Science Ltd 2001, Journal of Biogeography, 28, 1147±1166

movement of all members of a species throughout their life
cycles, and hence, at a given point in time, generate a map of
the species distribution and abundance. However, we argue
that a more realistic aim is to use survey data to predict the
probability of the occurrence of a species.
We argue that predictions of an animal's distribution, at a
speci®ed level in the behavioural hierarchy, must be derived
from empirical functions based on statistical analyses of
relationships between: (1) the occurrence of the target taxon
made from ®eld observations and (2) a candidate set of
explanatory variables that quantify the distribution and
availability of the primary environmental resources at a
given level in the environmental hierarchy. Once such a
statistical function has been calculated, and given that
spatial estimates of the explanatory variables are available
for the target landscape, a prediction of the potential spatial
distribution of the animal can be generated. Measures of
uncertainty in the statistical relationship, such as con®dence
intervals, can then be used to indicate the degree of likely
error in the spatial prediction (e.g. Lindenmayer et al.,
1995). As predictions of the broad distribution limits of a
species will not necessarily provide appropriate information
at other scales, predictions are required for each level in the
behavioural hierarchy taking account of the in¯uences of
each level in the environmental hierarchy.
Notably, the use of a statistical function based on
relationships between a response (independent) variable
and a set of explanatory (dependent) variables is a fundamentally different approach from methods such as Habitat
Suitability Indices (HSI) (reviewed by Van Horne & Wiens,
6 1991). The HSI models are typically simple descriptive
constructs based on human perceptions of the structural
complexity or number of strata in the vegetation (e.g. Short,
1984) considered to be critical components of the habitat of
a species (e.g. Laymon et al., 1985). Suitability indices for
these factors are assigned relative weightings and a range of
different mathematical operations can then be used to
integrate them to a give an overall value for the HSI. While
considerable effort has been directed toward constructing
HSI models, the more dif®cult and costly process of testing
and validating them has largely been neglected (Block
& Brennan, 1993). The lack of validation has been a major
criticism of the use of the technique (Burgman & Lindenmayer, 1998). Nonetheless, HSI models can provide a useful
synthesis of published habitat relations as a preliminary step
in implementation of our methodology.
One of the keys to predicting animal distribution lies in
the ability to develop spatially distributed estimates of the
primary environmental resources on a landscape-wide basis.
This requires that various environmental models be integrated within a Geographical Information System (GIS), to
generate the necessary spatial data. We re-iterate that the
outcome will not be a map of distributions, but rather a
probability of occurrence for a speci®ed level in the
behavioural hierarchy as a function of processes operating
at a given level or levels in the environmental hierarchy.
Recent developments in computer-based tools for geographical and environmental analyses have transformed the
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ability to generate reliable spatial estimates of the distribution of heat, light, water and nutrients, particularly at meso-,
topo- and micro-scales. Improved techniques are now
available to model long-term mean monthly climate at the
meso-scale (Nix, 1986; Hutchinson, 1991, 1995) (also see
Price et al., 2000 for a comparison of widely used climate
interpolation procedures).
Similarly, methods are now available to model the
topographic controls on radiation and catchment hydrology. For example, the TAPES library of computer
programs (see Moore et al., 1993) provide the capacity
to predict soil water indices and surface radiation based
on terrain analysis using appropriately scaled digital
elevation models. Such methods have been applied in a
range of landscapes (Gallant & Wilson, 1996; Wilson, 1996;
7 Wilson & Gallant, 1996, 2000; McKenney et al., 1999;
Mackey et al., 2000). Spatially distributed values of vegetation canopy structure can be generated from remotely
sensed sources, thereby providing data about micro-scale
processes (e.g. Harrison & Jupp, 1990). Details of some of
these methods are provided in the case study outlined
below. The integration and application of these environmental models is a key component of our proposed
modelling framework.
CASE STUDY: THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
OF LEADBEATER'S POSSUM
We illustrate our hierarchical modelling framework using
the distribution of Leadbeater's Possum (Gymnobelideus
leadbeateri) in south-eastern Australia, as a case study. This
application is based on a brief synthesis of published
investigations of the species that have been completed based
on ®eld data recorded at different spatial grains of observation (Table 1). The results of some new topo-scaled analyses
are also presented.
Leadbeater's Possum is a small (110±160 g), cryptic
species of nocturnal arboreal marsupial. The broad-scale
distribution limits of the species are con®ned to a region
c. 60 km ´ 80 km in area known as the Central Highlands
of Victoria, located c. 100 km north-east of the city of
Melbourne (Lindenmayer et al., 1991a; Fig. 1). Leadbeater's
Possum is virtually con®ned to montane ash forests
comprised of either Mountain Ash (Eucalyptus regnans
F. Muell), Alpine Ash (Eucalyptus delegatensis R. Baker) or
Shining Gum (Eucalyptus nitens Maiden) (Lindenmayer
et al., 1989).
Leadbeater's Possum lives in groups or colonies of 3±12
individuals (Smith, 1984a). Animals make a nest in a hollow
within a large mature tree, and spend c. 75% of their time
inside such cavities (Smith et al., 1982). The species
consumes a variety of food resources, including arthropods,
honeydew (which is a sugar-rich secretion produced by
phloem-feeding, lerp-forming insects) and plant exudates ±
especially saps produced by understorey Acacia spp. trees
(Acacia dealbata Link, A. obliquinervia Tindale, and
A. frigescens J.H. Willis) (Smith, 1984b; Lindenmayer et al.,
1994a).

De®ning the environment responses
of Leadbeater's Possum
Global- and meso-scales
At the global- and meso-scales, the target behaviour is the
species' distribution in toto; that is, all populations of
Leadbeater's Possum. Fossil evidence indicates that the
distribution of the species has expanded and contracted in
south-eastern Australia during the past 5000±100,000 years
in response to repeated changes in climatic conditions such
as the Pleistocene glacial and Holocene pluvial periods
(Lindenmayer, 1996). Similarly, such climatic changes have
strongly in¯uenced long-term temporal variations in the
distribution ranges of the forests on which Leadbeater's
Possum depends (Kershaw, 1981; Hope, 1984) including
understorey Acacia spp. trees (Pedley, 1986).
The known extant distribution of Leadbeater's Possum
was examined using the BIOCLIM modelling system (see
Nix, 1986) that explored the climatic determinants of the
distribution patterns of the species (Lindenmayer et al.,
1991a; see below). As discussed below, even within apparently suitable areas of meso-scaled climatic conditions, the
spatial distribution of Leadbeater's Possum is not continuous
and uniform. This emphasizes the importance of examining
factors operating at lower levels in the environmental
hierarchy.
Topo-scale
At the topo-scale, the key animal distributional behaviours
are those that relate to the distribution of, and interactions
between, populations of Leadbeater's Possum. Factors like
dispersal mechanisms, dispersal capability, and metapopulation dynamics appear to be important at this scale. A range
of ®eld-based and computer-simulation studies have revealed
that the amount, shape and spatial con®guration of suitable
vegetation patches are important factors in¯uencing the
distribution of Leadbeater's Possum within areas of montane
ash. These studies have indicated that: (1) small, isolated
patches of suitable vegetation have a low probability of
being occupied by Leadbeater's Possum (Lindenmayer
& Lacy, 1995; Lindenmayer & Possingham, 1995a), and
(2) the shape of areas of suitable vegetation is an important
factor controlling the spatial distribution of Leadbeater's
Possum ± the species is typically absent from narrow strips of
forest retained within logged montane ash landscapes
(Lindenmayer & Nix, 1993) although the structure of the
forest in the strips was predicted to be potentially suitable
for Leadbeater's Possum (based on validated models of the
forest structure required by the animal ± see below)
(Lindenmayer et al., 1993a).
Within the constraints set by meso-scaled processes, toposcaled environmental conditions will have an important
effect on site productivity, the ®re regime and the development of stand conditions. Hence, they in¯uence the suitability of vegetation for an organism. Water availability and
soil moisture content may signi®cantly in¯uence the structure and quantity of the understorey vegetation in Australian
forests (Specht, 1983; Specht & Morgan, 1983). In the case
Ó Blackwell Science Ltd 2001, Journal of Biogeography, 28, 1147±1166
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Table 1 A summary of studies completed on the biology and ecology of Leadbeater's Possum and used to underpin the case study illustrating
the operational framework for understanding distribution patterns of organisms
Investigation

Data sets/type of study

Spatial grain of ®eld observation

Reference/s

Biogeography

Fossil records

Lindenmayer (1989, (1996)

Animal bioclimatic
relationships
Habitat requirements

165 Distribution records

Records over 1000 s km2
(eastern Australia)
60 km ´ 80 km area

207 Sites, 30 vegetation
measures, 1638 plots
1829 Trees, 10 tree measures

200 m ´ 150 m (survey site)
10 m ´ 10 m (plot)
5 m ´ 2 m (tree)

Spatial distribution of habitat

520 Sites, 3120 plots

Temporal changes in
habitat suitability
Use of wildlife corridors

181 Sites, 1737 trees

200 m ´ 150 m (survey site)
10 m ´ 10 m (plot)
200 m ´ 150 m (survey site)
5 m ´ 2 m (tree)
40±160 m ´ 0.5±4 km (corridor)
10 m ´ 10 m (plot measures)
30 ha (study site)

32 Nest tree requirements

Nest tree use

Meta-population dynamics

NA

Booth (1994)

30 ha (study site)

Smith (1980, 1984b),
Lindenmayer et al. (1994a)
Smith (1980, 1984b),
Lindenmayer (1996),
Lindenmayer & Meggs (1996)
Smith et al. (1982)
Seebeck et al. (1983),
Smith et al. (1985, 1989),
Lindenmayer et al. (1989),
Macfarlane (1988)
Lindenmayer et al. (1991a)
Lindenmayer (1996)

30 ha (study site)
200 m ´ 150 m (survey sites)
60 km ´ 80 km area

Plant bioclimatic relationships

> 2000 Distribution records of
10 forest trees

Records over 1000 s km2
(eastern Australia)

of montane ash forests, this could in¯uence the development
of stands of understorey Acacia spp. which are, in turn,
an important food resource for Leadbeater's Possum
(Lindenmayer et al., 1994a). The thermal regime experienced within tree hollows will vary between sites in response
to differences in ambient conditions; that is, as constrained
by the meso- and topo-scaled air temperatures (Calder et al.,
1983). Extremes of temperature can be an important factor
in¯uencing hollow selection by arboreal marsupials (Calder
et al., 1983; Lindenmayer et al., 1990b) and they may be
critical for a small, highly energetic species such as
Leadbeater's Possum for which the conservation of energy
during the time spent in the nest is important (Smith et al.,
1982). Other likely effects include the in¯uence of topo-scale
thermal and moisture resources on the rate of ¯ow of
Ó Blackwell Science Ltd 2001, Journal of Biogeography, 28, 1147±1166

et al. (1991e),
& Cunningham (1996)
et al. (1990a, 1997b)

Lindenmayer et al. (1994c)

Tritiated water experiments
Field surveys

35

et al. (1990c, 1991c,

200 ´ 150 m (survey sites)

Energetics and metabolism
Distribution

Diet

Lindenmayer
1994b)
Lindenmayer
Lindenmayer
Lindenmayer

0.5±500 ha (patch)
3000±7000 ha (landscape)

Social behaviour and life
history

33 Disease

Lindenmayer et al. (1991b, 1994a)

Lindenmayer et al. (1993a),
Lindenmayer & Nix (1993)
Smith (1980, 1984a),
Smith et al. (1982),
Lindenmayer (1991),
Lindenmayer & Meggs (1996),
Lindenmayer et al. (1991d),
Lindenmayer (1996)
Lindenmayer & Lacy (1995),
Lindenmayer & Possingham (1995a)

Simulation models that
integrate biological data
and spatial data
Parasite collection from
trapped animals
Diagnoses of deaths of
captive animals
Scat collection, surveys of prey
items and food resources
Trap-recapture and
radio-telemetry

Parasitology

34

Forty-nine wildlife corridors,
30 measures, 294 plots
One site, trap-recapture,
radio-tracking,
®eld observation

Lindenmayer et al. (1991a)

30 ha (study site)

gum exudates eaten by Leadbeater's Possum (Hansford,
1985), and the rate of cavity decay and ontogeny in trees
(Lindenmayer et al., 1997) which may, in turn, effect the
development of suitable nest sites for Leadbeater's Possum
(Lindenmayer et al., 1993b).
Terrain attributes have also been shown to directly and
indirectly in¯uence the distribution of Leadbeater's Possum
populations on a landscape-wide basis. The species was
found to be less likely on steep slopes (Lindenmayer et al.,
1991b, 1994b) and this can be attributed to a number of
interrelated factors including the reduced likelihood of
hollow bearing trees on these slopes (Lindenmayer et al.,
1991e), and energy conserving behaviour by small-sized
mammal. Analyses by Lindenmayer et al. (1999) have also
shown that potentially suitable habitat patches within
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Figure 1 Location of the Central Highlands of Victoria shown as a
black square in the top map. The subdiagram shows the major
towns in the Central Highlands region (diamonds) and the point
locations of reliable known records of Leadbeater's Possum (smaller,
shaded patches).

multi-aged stands typically occur on topographically shaded sites. This probably re¯ects reduced ®re intensity on
these sites because of lower surface radiation and hence
lower evaporation and consequently an improved water
balance. Multi-aged stands are of interest in montane ash
environments as, all other factors being equal, they provide
a more sustained supply of nesting sites in hollow trees for
Leadbeater's Possum. Figure 2 shows how the probability
of multi-aged stands varies with incoming short-wave
radiation.
Micro-scale
The focus of studies of animal distributional behaviours at
the micro-scale is the distribution of colonies of Leadbeater's

Figure 2 Modelled response of the multi-agedness of Mountain Ash
stands to terrain-modi®ed solar radiation. The relationship is from a
logistic regression analysis correlating the probability of multiagedness on a site with values for solar radiation ratio (modi®ed
from Lindenmayer et al., 1999).

Possum. The presence of Leadbeater's Possum at more than
150, 3 ha sites, was determined from surveys of the species
throughout the Central Highlands of Victoria. More than
thirty measures of the vegetation structure and plant species
composition were recorded at these survey sites. Logistic
regression modelling revealed that sites most likely to
support Leadbeater's Possum were those with a high basal
area of Acacia spp. and numerous trees with hollows
(Fig. 3). Colonies of Leadbeater's Possum make nests in
large trees with hollows and the number of these types of
stems is probably a re¯ection of the availability of nest sites
(Lindenmayer et al., 1991b). Measures of the basal area of
Acacia spp. provide an estimate of the abundance of food for
the species (Smith, 1984b). The performance of the logistic
regression model developed from statistical analyses of data
from the initial 150 sites was tested on a new and
independent dataset comprising ®fty-®ve additional 3 ha
survey sites (Lindenmayer et al., 1994b). These analyses
showed the model performed well when subjected to
rigorous statistical testing.
Large areas of the Central Highlands of Victoria
support few or no hollow-bearing trees (Lindenmayer
et al., 1991c, 1997), and/or a limited quantity of Acacia
spp. trees in the forest understorey. Thus, the absence of
these key attributes of stand structure is an important
factor contributing to the absence of Leadbeater's Possum
from many areas of montane ash forest (Lindenmayer &
Cunningham, 1996).
Nano-scale
Nest building and group huddling to assist thermoregulation and energy conservation are some of the important
nano-scale patterns of animal distributional behaviour exhibited by Leadbeater's Possum. At this scale, relationships
have been established between the characteristics of
Ó Blackwell Science Ltd 2001, Journal of Biogeography, 28, 1147±1166
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Modelling the spatial distribution
of Leadbeater's Possum

(a)

(b)

−1

Figure 3 Probability of occurrence of Leadbeater's Possum (lower
and upper values for the 95% con®dence interval) predicted from a
logistic regression model of the presence and absence of the species
in the montane ash forests of the Central Highlands of Victoria (see
text). Part a shows the nature of the logistic relationship for the
number of trees with hollows on a 3-ha site and the probability of
occurrence of Leadbeater's Possum. Part b shows the nature of the
logistic relationship for the basal area of Acacia spp. in the
understorey and the probability of occurrence of Leadbeater's
Possum. Predicted values have been derived for the mean values for
the other parameter in the statistical relationship (modi®ed from
Lindenmayer et al., 1991b).

hollow-bearing trees and their occupancy by individual
animals (Lindenmayer et al., 1991d,e). Statistical analysis
indicated that trees with hollows most likely to be occupied
by Leadbeater's Possum were those that: (1) have short,
large diameter stems, (2) contain numerous obvious holes
and (3) are surrounded by a large quantity of dense
vegetation ( a high access score) (Lindenmayer et al.,
1991d). The nest tree model developed for Leadbeater's
Possum performed well when subject to rigorous statistical
testing on a new data-set comprised of 400 trees with
hollows (Lindenmayer et al., 1994b).
Ó Blackwell Science Ltd 2001, Journal of Biogeography, 28, 1147±1166

In the preceding section we identi®ed the responses of
Leadbeater's Possum in terms of the intersection between
hierarchically scaled distributional behaviours and measures
and indices of the primary environmental resources at the
®ve levels in our environmental hierarchy. In some cases,
statistical models have been generated that quanti®ed the
relationship between the distribution of the animal and the
impinging environmental conditions. Such quantitative
models can be used to make a prediction of the species'
occurrence at the speci®ed level of distributional behaviour.
In this section, we use the functions discussed above to
generate scale-speci®c spatial predictions of the occurrence
of Leadbeater's Possum.
The BIOCLIM system (Nix, 1986) generates estimates of
long-term mean monthly climatic variables at any point in a
region that can be speci®ed by latitude, longitude and
elevation. The BIOCLIM is based on mathematical interpolations of meteorological data using thin plate smoothing
splines as developed by Hutchinson & Bischoff (1983),
Hutchinson (1991, 1995). This system can be used to
generate a climatic pro®le for a species by estimating
climatic parameters at a network of sites that sample the
taxon's distribution. Gridded estimates of the climatic
parameters can be generated on a landscape-wide basis by
resolving the interpolation surfaces onto each grid point in a
digital elevation model (Mackey et al., 1988; Nix & Switzer,
1991).
The BIOCLIM can be used to predict a species' mesoscaled climatic domain. This is achieved by comparing its
climate pro®le with the gridded estimates of climatic. The
result of this procedure is a ®le of geo-referenced grid points
whose climatic conditions match those summarized in the
climatic pro®le of the target species. These data can be input
to a GIS and the location of the matched cells plotted,
highlighting the geographical distribution of the potential
climatic domain of the target species.
The BIOCLIM system has been used to examine the
climatic domain of a variety of taxa (see review by
Burgman & Lindenmayer, 1998). It was applied to species
location data for Leadbeater's Possum by Lindenmayer
et al. (1991a). These analyses generated the climatic pro®le
given in Table 2. The potential, meso-scaled climatic
domain of Leadbeater's Possum is shown in Fig. 4. Grid
matching at the maximum-minimum, and 10±90%, levels
in the bioclimatic pro®le gave, respectively, a predicted
`range' and `core' distribution. The predicted core distribution of Leadbeater's Possum was con®ned to the Central
Highlands of Victoria and closely resembled that of the
current known distribution limits of the species. However,
the predicted range distribution was based on a wider set of
values than those for the core distribution, and it included
areas that supported marginally suitable bioclimatic conditions for Leadbeater's Possum. Several of these areas were
outside the Central Highlands of Victoria, and thus outside
the present known distribution of the species. Intensive ®eld
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Table 2 The bioclimatic envelope of Leadbeater's Possum. Homocline matching has been based on minimum±maximum values (predicted
range distribution) and 10±90% values (predicted core distribution) (see text and Fig. 4)
Pro®le value
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
36 7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Bioclimatic Index

Min

10%

90%

Max

Annual mean temperature (°C)
Annual mean maximum temperature (°C)
Annual mean minimum temperature (°C)
Maximum diurnal temperature range (°C)
Mean temperature of the warmest month (°C)
Mean temperature of the coldest month (°C)
Mean seasonal range (index 5±index 6) (°C)
Isotherm seasonality (mean diurnal range ) mean seasonal range)
Maximum temperature of the hottest month (°C)
Minimum temperature of the coldest month (°C)
Annual temperature range (index 9±index 10) (°C)
Mean temperature of wettest quarter (°C)
Mean temperature of the driest quarter (°C)
Mean temperature of the warmest quarter (°C)
Mean temperature of the coldest quarter (°C)
Annual precipitation (mm)
Precipitation of the wettest month (mm)
Precipitation of the driest month (mm)
Annual precipitation range (index 17±index 18) (mm)
Seasonality index [index 19/(index 16/index 12)]
Precipitation of the wettest quarter (mm)
Precipitation of the driest quarter (mm)
Precipitation of the warmest quarter (mm)
Precipitation of the coldest quarter (mm)

5.79
10.10
1.49
11.35
12.58
)0.34
10.34
0.54
18.08
)3.07
19.17
1.15
11.58
11.59
0.29
1008
108
58
42
0.50
303
193
204
288

8.75
13.22
4.18
12.06
15.60
2.66
11.88
0.57
21.40
)0.31
21.28
4.14
14.59
14.66
3.26
1344
143
68
70
0.58
420
226
238
392

11.95
17.37
6.82
14.84
18.32
6.36
12.98
0.65
25.20
2.72
23.02
8.55
17.30
17.49
6.82
1712
197
88
120
0.87
559
276
293
545

14.29
19.40
9.53
15.62
20.07
9.31
13.11
0.67
26.81
5.76
23.36
11.89
19.04
19.04
9.70
1799
202
94
131
0.98
564
285
297
558

N

Figure 4 Meso-scaled map of the predicted core distribution (dark
areas) and range distribution (hatched areas) of Leadbeater's Possum
based on analyses using the BIOCLIM system (sensu Nix, 1986; Nix
& Switzer, 1991). The predicted core distribution is based on
homoclime matching for cells matched at the 10±90% levels in the
climate pro®le of the species (see Table 2). The predicted range
distribution is based on homoclime matching for cells matched at the
mimimum±maximum levels in the climate pro®le of the species (see
Table 2).

surveys failed to detect the species within any areas outside
the Central Highlands of Victoria (Lindenmayer et al.,
1991a).

Digital terrain analysis based on digital elevation models
enable predictions of animal distribution to be generated on
a landscape-wide basis as a function of the topo-scaled slope
and surface radiation. While meso-scaled climate can be
satisfactorily gridded at a grid resolution of 1±5 km, terrain
attributes such as slope and surface radiation require access
to a digital elevation model with a grid resolution of
10±40 m. For this paper, we used a 30-m resolution
elevation model to generate estimates of radiation (using
the modelling procedure described in McKenney et al.,
1999). These topo-scaled estimates were coupled to the
statistical relationships detailed in Fig. 2 to generate the
probability of occurrence of multi-age forest throughout an
area that encompasses the Watts Creek watershed (Fig. 5).
As noted above, places with a high probability of supporting
multi-aged stands are areas characterized by a greater
availability of suitable nesting sites for Leadbeater's Possum.
Micro-scale and nano-scale coverage of extant vegetation
patches is traditionally mapped using air-photo interpretation (e.g. Woodgate et al., 1994) (more recently, digital
sources such as the satellite-borne Landsat Thematic Mapper
sensor have been used to generate vegetation coverages).
Figure 6 shows at the micro-scale the spatial distribution of
potentially suitable vegetation patches for Leadbeater's
Possum in the Murrindindi and Steavenson Forest Blocks,
based on data derived from aerial photography coupled with
on-ground stand inventory surveys of montane ash forests.
Similar procedures enabled identi®cation of the boundaries
Ó Blackwell Science Ltd 2001, Journal of Biogeography, 28, 1147±1166
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of patches and within them at the nano-scale the point
locations of above-canopy hollow-bearing trees in landscapes (Fig. 7). These data have been stored in a GIS (Smith
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Figure 5 Topo-scaled maps showing the spatial prediction of
probability of multi-age forest as a function of terrain-modi®ed
radiation for an area that encompasses Watts Creek watershed in
the Central Highlands of Victoria. Probabilities are predicted on
a scale of 0.0±1.0. The resolution of the gridded predictions is
c. 30 m. The histogram shows the number of grid cells predicted
to have a given probability.

N

−

m

−

Figure 6 Micro-scaled map showing the spatial structure of
potentially suitable patches of vegetation for Leadbeater's Possum
within the Murrindindi Forest Block (top) and the Steavenson Forest
Block (bottom) in the Central Highlands of Victoria. The Murrindindi Forest Block covers an area of c. 3500 ha and the area of
the Steavenson Forest Block is c. 5500 ha. The patches are
differently shaded in recognition of the fact that forest with suitable
structural features for Leadbeater's Possum can be found in old
growth, mixed aged or regrowth forest with numerous large old
trees with cavities (see text). The spatial location of patches in both
forest blocks has been derived from on-ground forest inventory and
aerial photography (modi®ed from Lindenmayer & Possingham,
1995a). The lines on the map show the locations of riparian reserves
supporting old growth habitat that may support Leadbeater's
Possum.
Ó Blackwell Science Ltd 2001, Journal of Biogeography, 28, 1147±1166
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& Macfarlane, 1994) which was interrogated to produce the
maps shown in Figs 6 and 7.
The accuracy of aerial photography (and Landsat-derived
vegetation classi®cations) is limited as it does not provide
quantitative data on below-canopy vegetation characteristics. Hence, the spatial distribution of critical nano-scaled
factors for Leadbeater's Possum remains largely unknown, in
particular: (1) the abundance and taxonomic composition of
Acacia spp. trees in the understorey, and (2) the prevalence of
large trees with hollows underneath the tree canopy. Therefore, data are not available on some aspects of intra-patch
heterogeneity. This is particularly important for montane ash
forests where there is considerable spatial heterogeneity in
understorey vegetation (Mueck, 1990; Ough & Ross, 1992;
Lindenmayer & Cunningham, 1996; Mueck et al., 1996)
and large variations in primary productivity between stands
dominated by the same species of overstorey tree.
It is important to note that the spatial predictions
generated at each level in the environmental hierarchy are
spatially nested ± the bioclimatic domain (Fig. 4) spatially
contains the multi-age forest predictions (Fig. 5), which
contain the patches of suitable habitat in the forest blocks
(Fig. 6), which in turn contain the distributions of hollowbearing live and dead emergent trees (Fig. 7).
Linking information across levels
Our framework for modelling the distribution of organisms
allows for coupling and integration between levels in the
proposed environmental hierarchy. Notably, statistical
approaches for the analysis of nested data sets such as
Restricted Maximum Likelihood Estimation (REML)
(Robinson, 1991) enable the development of robust statistical relationships using multilevel data. Coupling and
integration between levels in the hierarchy is readily demonstrated from our work on Leadbeater's Possum. For
example, micro-scale data gathered from stands and nanoscale attributes measured on individual trees with hollows
can be integrated to derive a multilevel model describing the
probability of a potential nest tree being occupied within a
given stand. For arboreal marsupials like Leadbeater's
Possum, the probability of occupancy is signi®cantly
(P < 0.05) related both to tree (nano-scale) characteristics
(stem shape and number of cavities), the number and spatial
distribution of potentially suitable trees with such characteristics within a stand (i.e. micro-scale tree spacing), and
micro-scale stand attributes like the basal area of Acacia spp.
(Lindenmayer et al., 1990b). Hence, such an approach
makes it possible to simultaneously account for those
variables at the tree and site levels which signi®cantly
in¯uence occupancy. The biological meaning of the interrelationships between the different levels in the environmental
hierarchy is clear±stems with potentially suitable tree-level
(nano-scale) characteristics will not be occupied if surrounding stand-level (micro-scale) conditions are unsuitable.
Statistical approaches are available to examine interrelationships between other levels in our hierarchical framework. For example, analyses of extensive data gathered from

individual stands (the micro-scale; see above) helped identify the habitat requirements of Leadbeater's Possum
(Lindenmayer et al., 1991b, 1994b). Information on habitat
requirements of the species can, in turn, be used to determine
the spatial distribution of patches of potentially suitable
habitat at a topo-scale (e.g. Lindenmayer & Lacy, 1995;
8 Lindenmayer & Possingham, 1995a). Indeed, such empirical
relationships at a micro-scale are crucial for predicting and
mapping spatial patterns at the topo-scale. Methods for
spatial statistics such as variograms and correlograms can be
then employed to test for patterns of spatial dependence in
habitat patch occupancy among potentially suitable patches.
Similarly, statistical methods for spatial autocorrelation in
regression analysis are available for examining variables
across geographical space (e.g. Legendre, 1993; Smith,
1994). Such approaches provide robust probabilistic insights
into whether processes like meta-population dynamics are
taking place (Koenig, 1998). This is because meta-population theory predicts that suitable patches close to occupied
suitable patches have a higher probability of being occupied
than isolated ones (Hanski, 1994) ± a process yielding strong
patterns of spatial dependence in patch occupancy. Hence,
statistical methods like spatial autocorrelation can help
integrate statistical relationships at the micro-scale with
population processes at a topo-scale in our hierarchy.
Information on spatial dependence can be used in making
spatial predictions of distribution patterns in two possible
ways: (1) incorporation of additional terms in statistical
relationships that account explicitly for spatial dependence
(e.g. Cressie, 1991); or (2) the application of spatial smoothing routines (e.g. Hardle, 1990) that incorporate spatial
dependence in a nonparametric way (see Lindenmayer et al.,
1995). The former method is preferred but its application is
often impeded by the lack of spatial data at ®ne scales. The
latter enables the value of an observation at a particular
point to be smoothed on the basis of the weighted average
of observations from adjacent locations (Hardle, 1990;
Lindenmayer et al., 1995). Hence, the statistical methods
outlined above enable the in¯uence of spatial processes to be
included in empirical relationships within and between
different levels in our hierarchical framework, and can be
used to help make more realistic spatial predictions of
animal distributional behaviours.
There are few studies of species distribution patterns
which have explicitly accounted for spatial dependence or
spatial autocorrelation (but see Smith, 1994). This is largely
because suitable data sets are not available to facilitate
appropriate analyses (Koenig, 1998). Such an investigation
has been completed for the arboreal marsupial, Greater
Glider (Petauroides volans), in the montane ash forests of
the Victoria (Lindenmayer et al., 1995). A similar study of
spatial dependence patterns is planned for Leadbeater's
Possum and it will be undertaken as soon as suitable mapped
spatial data on vegetation structure, particularly the basal
area of understorey Acacia spp., are available.
Our framework also allows for the application of methods
that facilitate integration between the different biological
units that comprise the levels in our behavioural hierarchy.
Ó Blackwell Science Ltd 2001, Journal of Biogeography, 28, 1147±1166
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Figure 7 Nano-scaled map showing point locations of large living and dead trees with hollows that emerge above the canopy in an area of
montane ash forests within the Ada Forest Block in the Central Highlands of Victoria. Emergent stags (denoted +) are dead trees with hollows
that emerge above the canopies of surrounding living young regrowth trees. Old trees (denoted with a triangle) are large single old growth stems
with a living crown that overtops the crowns of the canopies of surrounding living young regrowth trees.

Welsh et al. (1996) describe a statistical method called ZeroIn¯ated Poisson regression that can be used to combine data
on the presence of a species and then given occurrence, its
abundance. This enables, for example, spatial predictions to
be generated based on coupling a presence/absence model of
the species based on micro-scaled attributes with an abundance model of a colony derived as a function of nano-scaled
characteristics.
DISCUSSION
The case study illustrates the feasibility of our proposed
modelling framework when applied to a species with an
extremely restricted distribution. The question remains as to
the generic applicability of this framework. The generic
capacity to predict spatial distributions is now widely recognized as being central to the conservation of biodiversity. For
example, the Gap Analysis Program of the United State
Geological Service (USGS, 2001) aims to provide regional
assessments of the conservation status of native vertebrate
species and natural land cover types and to facilitate the
application of this information to land management activities.
Ó Blackwell Science Ltd 2001, Journal of Biogeography, 28, 1147±1166

A key objective of this programme is to map the predicted
distributions of vertebrate species for the US. However, a
number of factors must be considered when assessing how
adequately the Leadbeater's Possum case study has tested the
generic applicability of our modelling framework.
Intra-species variability
Our case study did not examine a species with a large
geographical distribution. In such a case, it can be
hypothesized that populations at the extreme ends of the
range may exhibit different distributional behaviour±environment responses. In such circumstances, application of
our framework would require either two independent
modelling exercises (to capture both sets of population
responses) or for ®eld survey data to be sampled across the
taxon's total range. The latter is our preferred option as we
predict that the focus on de®ning responses to the primary
environmental resources (rather than environmental and
habitat features obvious to humans) is more likely to
produce a model that re¯ects the species' physiological and
ecological responses.
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Temporal scales and the spatial distribution of animals
The levels that characterize the behavioural and environmental hierarchies are de®ned by both spatial and
temporal dimensions. However, here we have focused
on predictive modelling in the spatial dimension only.
While a lack of space prevents a detailed modelling
treatment of the temporal components, they should be
taken as implicit within our de®nition of each spatial
level. For example, the meso-scaled climate models are
based on daily weather records averaged over periods of
30±100 years (depending on the length of record). While
temporal scales can be identi®ed at each level, they do
not necessarily have a similarly scaled spatial component.
For example, in the case of migratory birds, there may
not be strong congruence between the temporal and
spatial components of migratory behaviour, as such
animals may travel long distances in relatively short
periods of time.
Nonetheless, the temporal scales over which the various
categories of animal distributional behaviour occur also
must be considered in generating predictive models.
Hence, there are interactions between temporal and
spatial components of animal distributional behaviour.
Holling (1992) explicitly considered the temporal frequency of his six hierarchical levels, and this remains a
task requiring further attention on our part. By way of
example, in the case of Leadbeater's Possum, we can
suggest the following: (1) At a nano-scale, individual
animals may alter nocturnal patterns of foraging behaviour within minutes as a consequence of changes in the
weather (Smith et al., 1982; Lindenmayer, 1996). Animals
may move up to a 100-m in this time, such as to return
to a nest site. In addition, individual animals would rarely
be expected to survive longer than 5 years in the wild
(Lindenmayer, 1996). During this life-span, they may
move over 1±3 ha in the natal territory. The distance that
subadults then disperse to seek a new territory is not
known but may be 1±5 km. Genetic studies using highly
variable microsatellite markers are presently underway to
examine the dispersal capability of Leadbeater's Possum,
and, in turn, estimate the distances animals traverse
during dispersal. (2) At a micro-scale, the generation time
of breeding colonies of animals is calculated to be
c. 3.5±4 years (Lindenmayer et al., 1993c; Lindenmayer
& Lacy, 1995). The area encompassed by the overlapping
home ranges of colony members is c. 3 ha (Smith, 1980;
10 Lindenmayer & Meggs, 1996). (3) In the absence of
disturbance events, topo-scale ¯uctuations in meta-population dynamics (such as localized extinctions) and major
changes in genetic variability in small, isolated populations may occur over several decades (Lindenmayer
& Lacy, 1995). Changes in distribution patterns at this
scale may occur across entire forest blocks covering
thousands of hectares (Lindenmayer & Possingham,
1995a; McCarthy & Lindenmayer, 2000). (4) Meso-scaled
variations in range limits of the species may take place

over thousands of years as a consequence of global
climate change (Lindenmayer, 1989; Lindenmayer et al.,
1991a). Changes in distribution patterns may exceed
thousands of square kilometers in this time (Lindenmayer,
1989; Lindenmayer et al., 1991a).
Applicability to other ecosystems
Application of our hierarchically structured modelling
framework requires a three step process: (1) the collection
of ®eld data about the distributional behaviour of a species,
(2) statistical analyses that establish relationships between
these data and the primary environmental resources and (3)
coupling these functions to a geographical data base to
derive a probabilistic prediction of their spatial distribution.
These analyses need to be undertaken inclusive of (where
feasible) all levels in both the behavioural and environmental
hierarchies.
Although our case study focused on one species, we are
con®dent that the modelling framework should apply to
other terrestrial vertebrates. Like Leadbeater's Possum, a set
of scaled levels in distributional behaviour will be apparent
in other species ± although the importance of a given level
will vary between taxa (e.g. the population level may be
more important than the colony level); as will the geographical scale de®ning each level.
It is axiomatic that all species are dependent on the same
primary environmental resources as de®ned here. Furthermore, the distribution and availability of the primary
environmental resources in all terrestrial ecosystems involve
our ®ve hierarchical scales. However, the in¯uence and
nature of meso- and topo-scaled processes do vary between
ecosystems. For example, in the relatively ¯at seasonally dry
savanna of northern Australia, groundwater resources are
biologically critical in the dry season. Topo-scaled processes
associated with surface water runon/runoff and micro-scaled
processes related to vegetation shading can be less important
in de®ning critical water regimes compared with dry season
groundwater discharge into water holes and springs (Horn,
1995). Thus, while the basic concept of tracking how
animals respond to the hierarchically structured delivery of
primary environmental resources remains valid in all terrestrial ecosystems, the critical process scales that determine
the distribution and availability of water and nutrients can
be complex and landscape-speci®c.
Other researchers have argued the value of viewing
ecological phenomena as a continuum (see Forman, 1964;
Jarvis & McNaughton, 1986; Pickett et al., 1989). Our
analyses, and those of Holling (1992), suggest otherwise.
However, even if these authors are correct, it is logisitically
impossible to investigate a continuum of phenomena. As
discussed by Allen & Hoekstra (1992), all scienti®c modes of
investigation demand that a window of observation is
de®ned based on a speci®ed set of space/time scales, thereby
consigning certain phenomena to the background while
identifying the system boundaries, components and interactions that are the key foci of study.
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We are aware, however, that there are processes operating
at intervening levels to the ®ve we have identi®ed. Given this,
our levels could also be viewed as nodes in a continuum
around which clusters of similarly scaled processes can be
identi®ed. There may well be additional levels and processes
necessary to model the distribution of certain animal species.
Indeed, various authors have argued the need for preliminary
(pilot) analyses to determine the appropriate scales of
investigation (see Gilmore, 1990; Hoekstra et al., 1991;
Cale & Hobbs, 1994; Schneider, 1994; Bellehumeur &
Legendre, 1998). The extent to which our hierarchical
modelling framework is, or is not, generic can only be
determined through ongoing empirical investigations. However, even if additional levels to those suggested here are
needed, our framework provides a logical and consistent
starting point from which to work.
Disturbance regimes and other factors
We have not explicitly discussed the role of disturbance
regimes in our analytical framework, although it is clear that
such processes can be important in shaping the distribution
patterns of animals (e.g. Williams & Gill, 1995; Baker, 1997).
For example, ®re plays a critical role in shaping the distribution of Leadbeater's Possum, both directly and indirectly
through its effect on the structure and composition of habitat
in montane ash forests (Lindenmayer & Possingham, 1995a,
b; Lindenmayer et al., 1999). Prediction of the future
distribution of Leadbeater's Possum, therefore requires,
among other things, the ability to simulate the space/time
variability in the ®re regime on a landscape-wide basis.
The distribution patterns of parasites and competitors for
a given taxon will also be subject to the scale-dependent
delivery of primary environmental resources, and therefore
they should also exhibit scale-related behaviours (e.g.
Anderson, 1972). Extending our framework to include such
competitive interactions remains a task for the future, but we
suggest that it will require the application of landscape-wide,
dynamic agent-based simulation models such as described by
Su & Mackey (1997).
CONCLUSIONS
It is critical to recognize that the distribution and availability
of the primary environmental resources is an integration of
both physical and biological processes. Furthermore, these
processes occur at distinctive levels in a scaled hierarchy. In
the case of the spatial distribution of Leadbeater's Possum,
the effects of scale-related variability in the primary environmental resources include: (1) in¯uencing the broad distribution patterns of the montane ash forests within which the
species is virtually con®ned, (2) exerting constraints on the
animal's physiological processes thereby de®ning its potential
range at a meso-scale, (3) exerting direct and indirect effects
on forest stand architecture as well as patterns of primary
productivity and understorey plant species composition, (4)
in¯uencing the availability of food resources [e.g. ¯ows of
plant exudates (Hansford, 1985)], (5) effecting patterns of
Ó Blackwell Science Ltd 2001, Journal of Biogeography, 28, 1147±1166

cavity ontogeny as well as thermal and moisture conditions
within individual tree hollows, and hence (6) in¯uencing
physiological activities among colonies of animals such as
thermoregulatory behaviour inside the nest.
Studying a species distribution and abundance involves
engaging with various levels of ecological organization and
their environmental relations (Urban et al., 1987; Lugo,
1996). Investigations at a particular level often leads to
different types of studies that are typically treated as
relatively disparate subdisciplines such as biogeography,
environmental modelling, landscape ecology and population
biology ± each of which typically has a relatively narrow
window of observation (Lawton & Jones, 1993). Our
analytical framework provides a basis for integrating data
drawn from empirical studies of differently scaled processes
within an explicit theoretical construct of how animals
interact with their environment. The case study on Leadbeater's Possum indicated that the knowledge gained from a
range of interrelated studies is considerably greater than
would be derived from any single investigation completed at
one scale. Indeed, data at any one hierarchical level was
required to inform patterns at another (e.g. the use of habitat
information at a micro-scale to de®ne suitable patches at a
topo-scale). There is much to be gained from being cognizant
of the complex interactions between the multi-scaled factors
that in¯uence the distribution patterns of species.
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